We calculate fluctuation corrections to the longitudinal conductivity of disordered superconductors subject to an external magnetic field. We derive analytic expressions that are valid in the entire metallic part of the temperature-magnetic field phase diagram as long as the effect of the magnetic field on the spin degrees of freedom of the electrons may be neglected. Our calculations are based on a kinetic equation approach. For the special case of superconducting films and wires in parallel magnetic fields we perform a detailed comparison with results that were previously obtained with diagrammatic perturbation theory in the imaginary time formalism. As an application, we study the fluctuation conductivity of films in tilted magnetic fields with a special focus on the low-temperature regime. We present a detailed discussion of the phenomenon of the non-monotonic magnetoresistance and find that it displays a pronounced dependence on the tilting angle.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The theory of superconducting fluctuations has been the subject of intense study for many years. 1 In the metallic part of the phase diagram, outside the superconducting regime, Cooper pairs may form for a finite time. The presence of these fluctuating Cooper pairs affects both thermodynamic and transport properties of the metal. The phase transition between the metallic and the superconducting state may be tuned by temperature or by so-called pair-breaking mechanisms which lead to a partial or even complete destruction of superconductivity.
2 Examples of pair-breakers include magnetic impurities in s-wave superconductors, external magnetic fields or a flux penetrating a superconductor with doubly connected geometry. Fluctuation effects are particularly strong for low-dimensional superconductors and further enhanced by the presence of impurities.
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Detailed experimental [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and theoretical studies [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] of fluctuation phenomena in superconductors have become available in recent years.
The subject of this paper is the calculation of fluctuation corrections to conductivity in the metallic phase of disordered superconductors. The origin of this field dates back to the work of Azlamazov and Larkin.
23 These authors studied the direct contribution of fluctuating Cooper pairs to conductivity close to the transition temperature T c0 , the so-called paraconductivity. Shortly afterwards, additional contributions were discovered. 24, 25 This development went hand in hand with the study of different classes of diagrams in many-body perturbation theory. It became customary to divide the set of most relevant diagrams into three classes, the Aslamazov-Larkin diagram and the density of states and Maki-Thompson diagrams. 1 Initially, studies focused around the vicinity of T c0 for vanishing or small magnetic fields. In Ref. 11 , the fluctuation conductivity was calculated for disordered superconducting films in perpendicular magnetic fields in the vicinity of the critical magnetic field B c2 . It was established that at very low temperatures superconducting fluctuations lead to a non-monotonic magnetoresistance (NM); close to B c2 , the resistance curve displays a maximum as a function of the magnetic field. In another theoretical study, Ref. 12 , it was found that the NM also exists in the vicinity of certain other classes of pair-breaking transitions such as for films and wires in parallel magnetic fields.
Recently, a novel scheme for deriving fluctuation conductivity was introduced, 21 which is based on the Usadel equation. 26 The calculation is performed in the Keldysh formalism to circumvent the analytic continuation necessary in the Kubo technique. 27 For temperatures close to T c0 and in the absence of a magnetic field, the Usadel equation has been used for the calculation of fluctuation conductivity before. 28 In Ref. 21 , in turn, general expressions for the fluctuation conductivity in disordered superconducting films with perpendicular magnetic field were derived for the whole normal part of the temperaturemagnetic field phase diagram (outside the strong fluctuation regime close to the transition line). In this approach, it was possible to identify three distinct contributions to conductivity at the very early stages of the calculation. The first one, termed density of states correction (δσ dos ), is seen to be directly related to the change in the quasiparticle density of states. The second contribution is the anomalous Maki-Thompson correction (δσ an ), which is known from diagrammatic perturbation theory and describes a coherent rescattering in the Cooper channel. The third term may be interpreted as the direct contribution of Cooper pairs to the current, and was therefore named supercurrent correction (δσ sc ). It should be noted that the density of states and supercurrent contributions in the Usadel equation approach are in general not identical to the contributions of the density of states and Aslamazov-Larkin diagrams in the conventional classifi-cation.
Let us briefly recall the origin of the NM for the perpendicular magnetic field case using the language introduced in Ref. 21 . We discuss the low temperature regime t = T /T c0 1 close to the (temperature-dependent) critical field B c2 (T ), so that h = (B − B c2 (T ))/B c2 (T )
1. For t h, all corrections, δσ dos , δσ an , and δσ sc , contribute, and the total correction to conductivity is positive. As one moves further away from the transition line at fixed temperature, in the limit t h, the anomalous Maki-Thompson correction becomes ineffective. The density of states correction to conductivity, which is negative, and the supercurrent currection, which is positive, are of similar magnitude. The density of states correction dominates, however, leading to a net negative correction to conductivity. For large magnetic fields, the negative density of states correction is still dominant, but eventually diminishes. The result is a non-monotonic magnetoresistance. Close to B c2 , the results of Ref. 21 coincide with those obtained by Galitski and Larkin, 11 who specifically focused on this regime and used the conventional diagrammatic method for the calculation. It should be noted that the low-temperature regime is quite different from the well-studied case of small magnetic fields for T ≈ T c0 . In the latter regime, δσ sc is much larger in magnitude than δσ dos . The main difference is that close to B c2 Landau level quantization of the Cooper pair propagator becomes crucial. This is why the supercurrent correction becomes less singular and δσ sc and δσ dos are of a comparable magnitude.
In this paper, we use the Usadel equation approach to derive general expressions for the fluctuation conductivity in superconductors subject to a magnetic field. We assume that the sample geometry is translationally invariant along the direction of the electric field, while the sample may be confined in the transverse direction(s). The derived formulas are in particular applicable for superconducting wires, superconducting films in magnetic fields of arbitrary orientation and for cylinders threaded by a magnetic flux. As a specific application, we study in detail the phenomenon of the NM for films in tilted magnetic fields. We focus on the low temperature regime, and describe the evolution of the NM as a function of the tilting angle. While the phenomenon persists for any angle, there are two distinct regions, one comprising the parallel magnetic field case and the other one the perpendicular magnetic field case, for which the physical origin of the phenomenon as well as the magnitude of the resulting resistance-maximum are quite distinct. The cross-over between the two regimes occurs for almost parallel magnetic fields.
The theory developed in this paper is applicable in the limit of weak disorder, F τ 1, where F is the Fermi energy and τ the transport scattering time. From the experimental perspective, detailed low-temperature resistance measurements have been performed on weakly disordered films in perpendicular magnetic fields, see, e.g., Refs. 29, 30 and 5. Measurements on films in parallel 31, 32 and tilted 33 magnetic fields exist, but focused on more strongly disordered films in the context of the so-called superconductor-insulator transition.
For the case of superconductors in parallel magnetic fields, we perform a detailed comparison of our results to those obtained in Ref. 12 with the help of the traditional diagrammatic technique. We show that there is a one-to one correspondence between the results obtained in the two formalisms (up to details of the ultraviolet regularization). The mapping is not simple, however. The three distinct contributions identified in the kinetic equation approach correspond to a mixture of terms originating from different diagrams. This comparison is motivated by a discrepancy between recent results reported for films in perpendicular magnetic fields. Glatz T c0 for B = 0, which lies within the range of applicability of all the mentioned works.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present the main results of our study. Specifically, in Sec. II A, we display the general formulas for the fluctuation conductivity in superconductors subject to a magnetic field and discuss their range of applicability. In Sec. II B, we discuss the fluctuation conductivity of a thin amorphous superconducting film in a tilted magnetic field. The example of the film in a tilted magnetic field constitutes a special application of the general formalism outlined in this paper. The remainder of the paper is devoted to the technical details of the approach as well as to a comparison with the traditional diagrammatic technique. In Sec. III we introduce the Usadel equation approach underlying the calculation of fluctuation conductivity as well as the derivation of the results presented in Sec. II. The formalism we use is a generalization of the approach introduced in Ref. 21 so as to include pair-breaking effects. We outline the main steps of the derivation in a condensed form in order to make the paper self-contained. In Sec. IV we specialize to the parallel magnetic field case and compare our results to those obtained in Ref. 12 using the traditional diagrammatic approach. The results of the comparison are summarized in table I. Sec. V is devoted to films in a tilted magnetic field. Here, we present the derivation of the results presented in Sec. II B. Eventually, in Sec. VI we conclude. Some technical details of the calculation are relegated to two appendices.
II. RESULTS
In this section, we present the main results of our study. We split the discussion into two parts. In the first part, we present the results for the general theory of fluctuation transport in superconductors subject to a magnetic field. In the second part, we discuss the fluctuation conductivity of a thin disordered film in a tilted magnetic field. The presentation is intended to be self-contained. Details of the derivation are described in Secs. III and V.
A. General Results: Disordered superconductors in a magnetic field
The main result of this paper are expressions for the fluctuation conductivity in disordered superconductors subject to a magnetic field. In Sec. II B below, we discuss the case of a thin film in a tilted magnetic field as an application. The general results, however, are applicable not only to thin films, but also to several other geometries, for example wires, cylindric tubes, and nanoribbons. The difference between these examples lies in the spectrum of superconducting fluctuations. In the following, we present the equation determining the fluctuation spectrum, Eq. (1), and write down the general results for the corrections to conductivity, Eqs. (3) to (9) . Then, we briefly discuss the range of applicability.
Fluctuation spectrum
The fluctuation propagator of the superconducting order parameter field, cf. Eqs. (10) and (11) below, is diagonal in the basis of eigenfunctions determined by the following eigenvalue equation
This equation is similar to the single-particle Schrödinger equation in quantum mechanics. Here, however, it is related to the motion of Cooper pairs. Due to the diffusive nature of Cooperons, the mass entering the conventional Schrödinger equation is replaced by the inverse of the diffusion constant 1/D. The solutions of this equation depend on the external magnetic field and on the geometry of the system, as the equation needs to be supplemented with appropriate boundary conditions. For the boundary to an insulator or vacuum, the following condition should be chosen
where n is the vector normal to the boundary. This condition corresponds to the requirement of zero supercurrent through the boundary. The information about the eigenfunctions φ n and corresponding eigenvalues α n for a certain geometry is sufficient in order to obtain the fluctuation corrections.
General expressions for fluctuation corrections
We now present the results for the fluctuation corrections (in this section and the rest of this manuscript, we set = 1). We write the total correction as the sum of three parts,
corresponding to the classification in the Usadel equation scheme. The density of states contribution takes the form
This correction originates from the suppression of the quasiparticle density of states near the Fermi surface. The anomalous Maki-Thompson correction reads
This correction may be interpreted as a resonantly enhanced interference effect in the Cooper channel. The correction induced by the fluctuating supercurrent is conveniently written as the sum of three terms
where
and
We introduced the retarded fluctuation propagator in equilibrium
and ψ denotes the digamma function. 35 B (ω) = coth (ω/2T ) is the bosonic equilibrium distribution function. The prime in the above set of formulas denotes a derivative with respect to frequency, f (ω) = ∂ ω f (ω).
We further introduced the following matrix elements in the basis of eigenfunctions:
whereÊ is the unit vector in the direction of the external electric field and we further defined
From the form of the expressions for δσ sc , Eqs. (7) to (9) and using the relation d nm = −d * mn , it follows that only the real part of d nm contributes, which turns out to be sufficient for the longitudinal conductivity we study here. When considering the transversal conductivity, where d nm is purely imaginary, a particle-hole symmetry breaking term needs to be added to L for a non-zero result, and the formulas given above do not hold.
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We note that the index n, used in general to enumerate the eigensystem of Eq. (1), might in fact be a multi-index with several components. It is also possible that n does not enumerate a discrete set, but rather a continuum. In that case, the sum over n has to be replaced by the corresponding integral.
An important remark is in order here. The anomalous Maki-Thompson correction diverges in the absence of a magnetic field, as then α 0 → 0. The correction may be regularized by introducing a finite dephasing rate 1/τ φ .
1 Dephasing can be provided by magnetic impurities, electron-electron or electron-phonon collisions. For low temperatures, electron-electron collisions dominate. Outside the region of strong fluctuations, one can consider the dephasing rate as energy-independent and equal to the sum of rates due to the Coulomb 36 and Cooper channels. 37, 38 In our study, we will treat 1/τ φ as a phenomenological parameter; it may be be introduced into the theory by replacing α n → α n + 1/2τ φ in the formulas for δσ and E n given above.
In principle, the equations presented above can be used to obtain the fluctuation corrections to conductivity for any sample along an unconfined direction, by solving the eigenvalue problem (1) for the given geometry. In the next section, we briefly list a number of cases, for which these formulas can be applied.
Eigenvalues αn for different geometries
In a bulk sample, in the absence of a magnetic field, the eigenvalue equation (1) can be solved by Fourier transformation due to translational invariance, resulting in the following eigenfunctions and eigenvalues:
Films and nanowires have a reduced dimensionality. For the unconfined directions, it is useful to introduce a continuous Fourier transformation, while in the transverse direction(s), modes are quantized. This remains true if a parallel field is applied, because it is possible to introduce a vector potential that depends only on the transverse coordinate(s). The eigenvalues
can be written as a sum of a continuous and a discrete component.
If the transverse direction is small in extent compared to the superconducting coherence length ξ 0 , often only the lowest transverse mode is relevant. The lowest eigenvalue α ⊥0 then plays the role of a pair-breaking parameter.
2,12 For example, for a film in a parallel magnetic field one finds
where d is the thickness of the film. For a film with a perpendicular field, the situation is different from the one discussed above, since the vector potential A cannot be chosen to be translationally invariant within the plane. The eigenvalues are degenerate Landau levels
which should be supplemented with suitably chosen eigenfunctions. 39 For this case, the fluctuation conductivity has been discussed with the help of the Usadel equation approach in Ref. 21 .
In this paper, we show that in a tilted field with both perpendicular and parallel field components, the relevant eigenvalues α n can be written as a sum of the eigenvalues for the perpendicular and parallel magnetic field cases. We will discuss the fluctuation corrections for this case in detail.
Another interesting quasi one-dimensional system is a cylindric shell, i.e., a nanowire with annular crosssection. 3, 8 Here, a parallel magnetic field also gives rise to a flux threading the cylinder. The dependence of the lowest eigenvalue α ⊥0 on the flux is then (in the limit of vanishing thickness) periodic with the superconducting flux quantum ϕ * 0 = h/2e, as can be seen from solving the eigenproblem (1). This special case will be discussed in a separate publication.
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B. Film in a tilted magnetic field
We will now discuss in detail the fluctuation corrections for a thin film in a tilted magnetic field. We consider a thin amorphous superconducting film of thickness d penetrated by a magnetic field at an angle θ, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, measured between the field lines and the sample. We study the dirty limit, i.e., T c0 τ 1, where T c0 is the critical temperature of the superconductor and τ is the elastic scattering time of the electrons. We choose coordinates so that the film lies in the x − y place, and the magnetic field B can be written as (see Fig. 1 )
Here,ẑ andŷ are unit vectors in the z and y direction, respectively. We will sometimes use the notation B = B cos(θ) and B ⊥ = B sin(θ).
The film is assumed to be sufficiently thin so that the condition d ξ 0 is fulfilled, where ξ 0 ≈ 0.36 D/T c0 is the superconducting coherence length at zero temperature.
1 In this limit, the film can be considered as two-dimensional as far as its superconducting properties are concerned, whereas the electron motion is assumed to be three-dimensional. In the following we neglect the destructive effect on superconductivity caused by the direct coupling of the magnetic field to the magnetic moment of the electrons. It is known that this is a good approximation for perpendicular magnetic fields and weakly disordered films, F τ 1, where F is the Fermi energy.
1 For parallel magnetic fields there is a minimum thickness d clog = ξ 0 / F τ below which paramagnetic effects start to dominate. This is known as the Clogston limit, 41,42 and we will assume that it is not reached, i.e., that d d clog . We note that recently the fluctuation conductivity in the opposite paramagnetic limit has also been addressed theoretically. 20 
Phase diagram
The experimental phase diagram of the film is threedimensional. It is spanned by the temperature and the magnetic field, which is further characterized by its magnitude B and direction θ. A cut of the mean field phase diagram for zero temperature is displayed in Fig. 2 . The phase boundary of the superconducting film is determined by the pair-breaking parameter α, which quantifies the effectiveness of the magnetic field to suppress . SC denotes the region of superconductivity. Region I and II refer to the asymptotic regions in which we evaluate the corrections to conductivity. They are separated by the line h = 2/(1 + z). The sharp angular dependence of the negative correction to conductivity discussed below is a result of the pinching of region II near B c .
superconductivity.
2 In the considered case of a tilted magnetic field, the pair-breaking parameter is the sum of the contributions due to the parallel and perpendicular field components, α = α + α ⊥ , where
Here, D = The critical pair-breaking parameter α c , which separates the normal phase with α > α c from the superconducting phase with α < α c , is temperature-dependent. It is implicitly defined by the equation
where ψ (x) is the digamma function. 35 This equation has no solution for temperatures T > T c0 , for which the system is a normal metal. By applying the asympotic expansion ψ (x) ≈ ln x for large x, one finds that for zero temperature α c0 = πTc0 2γ , where ln γ ≈ 0.577 is the Euler constant.
Once the solution α c (T ) is known for arbitrary temperatures, the phase boundary can be constructed. It is a two-dimensional surface in the three-dimensional phase diagram spanned by the perpendicular and parallel components of the magnetic field B ⊥ and B and by tempera-ture. The phase boundary is determined by the equation
In order to find the critical field as a function of temperature at a fixed angle θ, for example, one should insert the expressions for α ⊥ and α of Eq. (20) into Eq. (22) and obtains a quadratic equation for the critical field strength B c (θ, T ). For a cut at constant temperature T ≤ T c0 , it is convenient to present Eq. (20) in the form 43, 44 
where B c⊥ and B c are the (temperature-dependent) critical fields for θ = π/2 and θ = 0, respectively. They can be obtained by setting α ,⊥ = α c (T ) and resolving for B. Eq. (23) describes a parabolic phase boundary in the (B ⊥ − B )-plane. So far, the effect of a finite dephasing time was not included. As pointed out before, it may be accounted for by a shift in the eigenvalues α n → α n +1/2τ φ . Therefore, the condition for the mean-field transition can be written as α =α c (T ), whereα c (T ) = α c (T ) − 1/2τ φ is modified due to the presence of dephasing effects. If the dephasing time is weakly magnetic-field dependent, then its main effect on Eq. (23) is to renormalize the critical fields B c and B c⊥ .
We note that B c⊥ (T = 0) coincides with the nucleation critical field B c2 . For low temperatures, T → 0, the two critical fields B c and B c⊥ are related by
where ξ 0 is the zero-temperature coherence length. 
Parameterization for the vicinity of the quantum critical line
When formulating the results for the film in a tilted magnetic field below, we will specifically discuss the vicinity of the quantum critical line in the phase diagram, i.e., we concentrate on low temperatures, t = T /T c0 1. For the fluctuation conductivity, the regime of small temperatures is particularly interesting. This regime displays the phenomenon of the non-monotonic magnetoresistance (NM), as was first shown for the perpendicular magnetic field in Ref. 11 and for the parallel magnetic field in Ref. 12 . Here, we will discuss this phenomenon for magnetic fields tilted at arbitrary angles θ.
For a fixed temperature, the phase boundary has the shape of a parabola, cf. Eq. (23) . In order to present the results for the fluctuation corrections, we introduce a parametrization of the region close to this critical line, which will be described in the following.
First, choose an arbitrary angle θ between 0 and 90 degrees. Eq. (21) and (23) determine the critical field strength B c (θ), at which, for a given angle, the system undergoes the phase transition. The strength of the magnetic field can then be measured by the relative distance h to the phase boundary:
with h = 0 corresponding to a point on the critical line and h > 0 corresponding to a point in the normal region of the phase diagram. In order to parametrize the angle θ, it turns out to be useful to introduce another dimensionless number z, which is defined as the ratio between the two projected pair-breaking parameters
As can be seen from the definition, z is directly related to the angle, with z = 0 corresponding to perpendicular field and z = ∞ corresponding to parallel field. The parameters h and z can be used instead of B and θ in order to define a point in the phase diagram. In fact, one can consider h and z as a new curvilinear coordinate system of the phase space that is aligned along the phase boundary of the system, as depicted in Fig. 2 .
Whenever the vicinity of the transition line in the (B ⊥ − B )-plane for a fixed temperature T T c0 is considered, the B dependence of z may be neglected and one may approximate z ≈ z (B = B c (θ, T ) , θ). This quantity can be determined experimentally (without explicit reference to the thickness d):
For almost parallel magnetic field, θ 1, and for T → 0, one finds
Results for the fluctuation conductivity
The kinetic equation approach employed in this paper leads to a rather natural classification of the three distinct contributions to fluctuation conductivity according to the underlying physical mechanisms. We distinguish the density of states contribution, δσ dos , the anomalous Maki-Thompson term δσ an , and the contribution of the fluctuating supercurrent δσ sc , as discussed in the introduction. It is worth mentioning that this classification differs from the conventional diagrammatic scheme. For the parallel magnetic field case, the precise correspondence between the two formalisms is worked out in Sec. IV, and illustrated in Tab. I.
We will now state results for the fluctuation conductivity of the film in the vicinity of the quantum critical line, i.e., for T T c0 (t 1). Let us stress again that the general results displayed in Sec. II A cover the entire normal part of the phase diagram [with the exception of the region of strong fluctuations very close to the transition]. Here, we focus on the low-temperature regime since it displays the interesting phenomenon of the NM. Whenever possible, we will discuss the origin of the different corrections according to the classification into density of states, anomalous Maki-Thompson and supercurrent contributions.
When formulating our results we make use of the parameterization of the phase diagram in terms of the parameters h, z and T introduced above, see Fig. 2 . For the low temperature regime, it can be expected that the presence of τ φ in the fluctuation propagator mainly leads to a shift in the critical line in the (B ⊥ − B ) plane. We assume that this shift has already been performed. At the same time, we neglect τ φ in the Cooperon, because at low T and in the vicinity of the critical line, the Cooperon is not singular. This is why the presented formulas will not contain any explicit reference to τ φ .
Comparatively simple semi-analytical expressions can be found in two regimes. In region I, defined by the relation h 2 1+z , Landau level quantization of the Cooper pair motion is crucial. Indeed, the dominant contribution to fluctuation conductivity in this regime originates from fluctuations of the lowest Landau level, since these fluctuations become singular at the transition. In regime II, for which h 2 1+z , the spectrum may be approximated by a continuum for the purpose of the calculation. The reason is that in this regime either, for small z, the distance to the transition line is comparatively large and the fluctuations of all levels are non-singular or, for large z, the magnetic field is almost parallel and the distance between adjacent Landau levels becomes very small. The two regions are displayed in the diagram of Fig. 2 .
With the only exception of very small angles θ, the system is in region I of the phase diagram when approaching the transition line, compare Fig. 2 . In turn, for large magnetic fields far from the transition h 2, the system is in region II independent of the value of z. The crossover angle between the two regimes near criticality can be estimated from Eq. (28): Region II is reached only for very small angles
As an illustration, for a film of thickness d = 0.3 ξ 0 , fairly close to the transition h = 0.1, the cross-over occurs at an angle θ of about 0.21
• . In the following, we will discuss the two regions separately, starting from region I. After stating the results, we will provide a qualitative discussion of the behavior in the two regions.
Region I: As a special example, region I contains the case of a strictly perpendicular magnetic field, z = 0, in the vicinity of the transition. This case has first been treated in Ref. 11 (see also Ref. 21) . Our results for region I can be viewed as a generalization of these previous results to non-perpendicular angles.
The general formulas stated in Sec. II A involve an integration over an internal frequency and the summation over Landau level indices. As was already noticed in Ref. 11, the most singular contribution in the vicinity of the transition stems from the lowest Landau levels (LL) only. Correspondingly, we consider the contributions due to the singular LL and due to the higher Landau levels (HL) separately. It turns out that for the HL a continuum approximation is sufficient. Furthermore, for both LL and HL contributions we perform a separation into a thermal correction (T), which vanishes for T → 0, and a quantum correction (0), which is temperature-independent and thereby persists even in the limit T → 0. As a result, the corrections to conductivity may be presented in the following form:
Here, the thermal contribution δσ T,LL reads as follows
and we have abbreviated r = h 2γt . This contribution is very similar in structure to the result for the perpendicular magnetic field case derived in Ref. 11 . It differs mainly in two respects. First, we omitted the term ln h fromĨ α as it does not vanish as T → 0 and is therefore part of the quantum contribution δσ 0,LL to be discussed below, cf. Eq. (37) . Second, the prefactors α and β are now z-dependent, i.e., they depend on the angle θ,
In the case of a perpendicular magnetic field, the coefficients reduce to the previously derived α = −2/3 and β = 8/3. 11,21 Interestingly, however, in approaching the transition, h → 0, we find that δσ T,LL ≈ 2γe 2 π 2 t h , meaning that the z-dependence of the general formula drops out in this limit. When approaching the transition at any finite temperature, δσ T,LL eventually becomes the dominant contribution. It then resembles the well-known Aslamazov-Larkin fluctuation correction.
11,23
The quantum contribution due to the LL reads
where Li is the logarithmic integral function. 35 The first term stems from the density of states correction δσ dos ,
For h → 0, the contribution δσ 0,LL can be seen to reduce to
which corresponds to the quantum term in the formula found by Galitski and Larkin.
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The last contribution in Eq. (30), δσ 0,HL , was omitted in Ref. 11, and is obtained by considering the higher Landau levels. For this term, one may use the continuum approximation for the sum over Landau levels. This formally corresponds to the limit z → 0, i.e., this term is only very weakly z-dependent. In addition, it is not singular when approaching the transition. Formally, the sum over higher Landau levels is very weakly (doubly logarithmically) divergent, so that it becomes necessary to introduce a high-energy cut-off Λ and to take into account only modes with α n < Λ. As our theory is based on the diffusion approximation, the cut-off can be chosen to be of the order of the transport scattering rate, Λ 1/τ .
The quantum correction from higher Landau levels can then be written as the sum of two integrals:
where we abbreviated a = (1 + h) 2 , and K is a dimensionless cutoff given by K = Λ 2αc0 . These integrals can be explicitely solved in terms of the logarithmic integral Li, see Eq. (86) in Sec. V.
As a final remark concerning the correction in region I, the thermal contribution originating from higher Landau levels, δσ T,HL , has been omitted from formula (30) as it is regular and small.
Region II: We now turn to the discussion of region II, where Landau levels are so close that they can entirely be treated in the continuum approximation. In that case, the special significance of the lowest Landau level is lost. As mentioned earlier, the limit of taking a continuous spectrum corresponds to the limit θ → 0. The results for a film in a strictly parallel field have been found previously in the diagrammatic technique, 12 and we agree with these results. For a more detailed discussion of the comparison, we refer to Sec. IV.
We separate the total correction to conductivity in region II into thermal and quantum contributions:
The 
For sufficiently small h, we can approximate η = 2πr. The function F in the previous formula is defined by
It may be evaluated numerically, the asymptotic expansion for large and small values of the argument gives
We now turn to a more qualitative discussion.
Qualitative discussion: Film in a tilted magnetic field
Region I: The two dominant corrections in region I are δσ T,LL and δσ 0,LL . They are of different sign when approaching the transition. For small h t, in the socalled thermal regime, δσ T,LL dominates. All the corrections δσ dos , δσ an and δσ sc contribute to δσ T,LL and the net result is a positive correction to conductivity as naively expected when approaching the superconducting state. However, the presence of the term δσ 0,LL , which is negative and dominates in the so-called quantum regime h t, leads to a local minimum in δσ as a function of h at the cross-over between the thermal and the quantum regime. The result is the NM.
11, 30 The physical origin is the negative density of states correction, which competes with the positive supercurrent correction in the quantum regime h t, but is numerically larger. The anomalous Maki-Thompson term is ineffective in this regime. The physical mechanism underlying the phenomenon of the NM in region I can therefore be expressed in simple terms. Cooper pairs form, but are comparatively immobile as a consequence of their quantized spectrum (Landau level quantization). The decrease in conductivity due to a reduction of the density of states of quasiparticles may therefore overcome the increase in conductivity caused by the fluctuation supercurrent carried by these Cooper pairs.
Crossover between regions I and II: The importance of the term δσ 0,HL lies in the fact that, irrespective of the precise choice of the cut-off, it is negative and weakly angular dependent. Deep in region I, the phenomenon of the NM is largely determined by the interplay of δσ 0,LL and δσ T,LL as discussed above, and δσ 0,HL is of minor importance. As one approaches the cross-over regime between regions I and II at small angles, however, the negative correction due to δσ 0,LL diminishes, as it is proportional to α, and δσ 0,HL becomes more relevant. As will be discussed in more detail below, in region II the NM still exists only due to the existence of the negative contribution δσ 0,HL . For the accurate description of the cross-over regime itself, a numerical evaluation is necessary and results are displayed in Fig. 3 . Let us remind at this point that the negative correction δσ 0,HL stems from the density of states and supercurrent corrections δσ dos and δσ sc . Again, the negative density of states contribution dominates.
Another interesting observation can be made in the thermal regime h t, which can be reached in both regions by approaching the transition. It is characteristic for this regime that the divergent thermal contributions, δσ T,LL and δσ T,HL , dominate. As mentioned before, very close to the transition, the system is in region I for almost all angles. The cross-over to region II only happens very close to θ = 0. It is thus interesting to note that for h t, the asymptotic expansion of δσ T,LL contributing to δσ I is Region II: As mentioned above, δσ 0,HL is regular at the transition, and slowly decreases when moving towards the normal regime. On the other hand, the thermal contribution δσ T,HL diverges when approaching the transition. As demonstrated in Ref. 12 , the interplay of these two contributions also results in a NM. From the preceding discussion it is clear that the non-monotonic behavior of the magnetoresistance has a different origin for parallel and perpendicular magnetic fields. For parallel fields, the negative correction comes from δσ 0,HL . For perpendicular fields, it originates from δσ 0,LL . In both cases, however, these negative corrections stem from a competition of density of states and supercurrent terms, for which the negative δσ dos dominates over the positive δσ sc .
This concludes the discussion of the main results. In the following sections, details of the derivation will be presented.
III. GENERAL FORMALISM
In this section, we describe the formalism underlying the results presented in Sec. II A. We derive a quasiclassical kinetic equation, the so-called Usadel equation The transition is approached by tuning the magnitude of the magnetic field at a fixed angle θ. When one tilts the angle starting from the perpendicular magnetic field case, the dominant effect is a reduction of the negative correction to conductivity. When tilting further towards parallel fields a second effect sets in, namely a sudden decrease of the thermal contribution. This effect becomes visible mainly for small h.
field. We generalize it here in order to be able to treat parallel field components as well. The main difference to Ref. 21 is that a more general set of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues is considered. Otherwise, the derivation is analogous to the one presented in Ref. 21 . We describe the main steps here in order to coin the notation and to make the paper self-contained. 
A. Microscopic model
We start from the Keldysh action for electrons with BCS short-range interaction. The interaction in the Cooper channel is already decoupled by means of a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, leading to the ac-
Here, χ ↑ (x) and χ ↓ (x) are Grassmann fields describing the spin-up and spin-down components of the electrons at the space-time point x = (r, t), h is the single-particle Hamiltonian, ∆(x) is the superconducting order parameter field, ν is the density of states of electrons per spin direction at the Fermi surface, and λ > 0 is a dimensionless parameter, which determines the strength of electronelectron attraction in the Cooper channel. The integral in time is along the closed Keldysh contour C. 47 The single particle Hamiltonian
includes coupling to a vector potential A and an external scalar potential ϕ, as well as an impurity potential U . In this work, we assume a constant potential gradient ϕ (r) = −E · r, where E is the electric field. We separate fields on the forward and backward branch of the Keldysh contour. We further introduce the Nambu (N) particle-hole space, and perform the Keldysh rotation. This means that we describe our system by the four-component fields
where K labels the Keldysh space. This transformation turns the action into
Here and in the following,τ i denote Pauli matrices in particle-hole space, whileσ i denote Pauli matrices in Keldysh space. The trace is taken in the four-dimensional product space. Matrices in this product space are denoted as∆,Ȟ, etc.. The time-integration covers the real axis. The single-particle HamiltontianȞ is obtain from the Hamiltonian h by replacing A by Aτ 3 . The 4 × 4 matrix∆ contains the classical (c) and quantum (q) components of the order parameter field ∆ as∆ =∆ 0σ0 +∆ 1σ1 ,
T .
21,47
In order to perform the quasiclassical approximation, it is useful to define the electronic Green's function
where the average is performed over the electronic degrees of freedom only, keeping the field∆ fixed. In order to recover the full Green's functionǦ one needs to average asǦ =´ d∆ Ǧ ∆ e iS GL [∆] with respect to the Ginzburg-Landau action
In Keldysh space, the matrix Green's function has the typical triangular form
It is important to note that in general G ∆ does not have the same structure. If ∆ q = 0, the element in the lower left corner, sometimes referred to as G Z ∆ , is not equal to zero. For the linear response calculation of the fluctuation conductivity in the Gaussian approximation, however, it turns out to be sufficient to put G Z ∆ = 0 as it is proportional to higher powers of the order parameter field. This has been shown in Ref. 21 . We will therefore work with the triangular Keldysh structure for G ∆ .
In the presence of impurities, the Green's functioň G needs to be averaged over an ensemble of disorder configurations. Physical quantities can be calculated with the help of the disorder averaged Green's function Ǧ ∆ dis . For films with a dimensionless conductance g 1, which we consider, it is legitimate to average as
e., separately for G ∆ and S GL . Corrections originating from crosscorrelations between the two terms would be smaller by a factor 1/g than the quantum corrections that are the subject of this paper. The quasiclassical approximation may now be introduced for the disorder averaged Green's function G ∆ dis at a fixed order parameter configuration.
B. Quasiclassical approximation and the Usadel equation
We assume that F is the largest energy scale in the problem, meaning that superconductivity, scattering and external fields only affect the system close to the Fermi surface: ∆, τ −1 , ω ext F . Thus, one may use the socalled quasiclassical approximation. 48 To this end one transforms to Wigner coordinates and defines the quasiclassical Green's function by integrating over the distance to the Fermi surfacě
Here, n is a unit vector pointing in the direction of p, and ξ p = p 2 2m − µ. The quasiclassical Green's functionǧ n obeys the Eilenberger equation.
49
In the limit of dirty superconducitivity, T c0 τ 1, frequent scattering washes out the angular dependence of the Green's function, which allows to work with the simpler functionǧ =´dnǧ n . The appropriate equation in this limit is the Usadel equation 
Here, D = v 2 F τ /3 is the electronic diffusion coefficient for diffusion in three dimensions andφ is the external potential, which is considered as a matrix in Nambu and Keldysh space. We defined the derivative∂ Aǧ = ∇ǧ − ie [Aτ 3 ,ǧ]. Also note that one should read the appearing anti-commutator in an operator sense, {τ 3 ∂ t ,ǧ} (t 1 , t 2 ) = τ 3 ∂ t1 g(t 1 , t 2 ) − ∂ t2 g(t 1 , t 2 )τ 3 . In this equation and the following, we considerǧ,∆ andφ as matrices in Keldysh and Nambu space and in time. Thus a multiplication implies the matrix product of the 4 × 4 matrix as well as a convolution in time. The Usadel equation has to be supplemented with the constraintǧ 2 =1. The current in the sample can be expressed throughǧ as
This procedure is an extension of the usual quasiclassical formalism in the Keldysh technique; here, the formalism is applied without employing the mean-field approximation for the field ∆. This allows us to treat the electronic system in the quasiclassical approximation while fluctuations of the order parameter field ∆ can still be taken into account.
In the rest of this section, we consider the normal side of the transition, where fluctuations of the order parameter field are taken into account in the Gaussian approximation. We therefore linearize the Usadel equation using the solution ∆ = 0 as a starting point. This allows to obtain an expression for the current as a functional of the field ∆, which can then be average using the correlation function for ∆. It is possible to obtain the corresponding fluctuation propagator from the quasiclassical Green's function itself.
In analyzing fluctuations around the normal state of the metal, we parametrize the Green's function as in Eq. (48), using
while for the Keldysh component we set g
, and f are all functions of one spatial and two time coordinates, g K = g K (r, t, t ) etc., and the product implies a convolution in time. The parametrization is consistent with the non-linear constraintǧ 2 =1 up to third order in f . The functions f ,f * ,f ,f * are considered to be independent from each other; in fact, it turns out that f * is the conjugate of f only if ∆ q = 0. Inserting (52) and (53) into the Usadel equation (50), we obtain a linear equation for f ,
the operator C −1 is defined as (r, ), h h (r, ) ) , (57) h e/h (r, ) = H( ∓ eϕ (r)).
Here, H( ) = tanh( /2T ) is the fermionic equilibrium distribution function. In order to solve the linearized Usadel equation for f , we introduce the Fourier transform
where´ =´d /2π. The same convention is used for the independent variables f * , f ,f * , and for V . In a second step, we expand f = n f n φ n , f * = n f * n φ * n , etc., and use that the spatial part of the operator C −1 is diagonal in the basis of eigenfunctions φ n of Eq. (1). It gives
where we introduced the so-called Cooperon
including a phenomenological dephasing rate as discussed in Sec. II A. We now turn to the fluctuation propagator L, which is directly related to the correlation function of the field ∆
The indices i, j label the components of the vector ∆ defined in Eq. (46) . Conveniently, the fluctuation propagator can be found from the quasiclassical Green's function. 21 We restrict ourselves to the Gaussian approximation for the fluctuations of the order parameter field, i.e., we find the correlator by approximating S GL by its expansion to second order in ∆. The resulting term contains the Greens functionǦ ∆ evaluated at coinciding space points, and can thus be expressed through the quasiclassical Green's functionǧ. One finds
For the first term on the right hand side the identification σ c = 1 and σ q = σ 1 is used. The fluctuation propagator can thus be found from the solution of the Usadel equation. It is convenient to work in the basis of eigenfunctions ψ n of (1) and to present the fluctuation propagator in the form L(r, r ) = nm ψ n (r)L nm ψ * m (r ). To first order in the electric field, one finds the following matrix elements
Furthermore, r nm are the matrix elements of the position operator given in Eq. (14) and B (ω) = coth (ω/2T ) is the bosonic equilibrium distribution function. L n is defined in Eqs. (10) and (11). In Eq. (11), α n should be replaced by α n +1/2τ φ in order to account for the finite dephasing rate introduced in Eq. (61).
In the next step, we insert the parametrization (52), (53) into formula (51) . From the normal-metal solution, for whichĝ R = −ĝ A =τ 3 , one immediately finds the Drude expression for the current j (n) = 2νe 2 DE. Taking into account fluctuations up to second order in f , one obtains several terms with distinct structure. They can be grouped as follows
where we abbreviated ∇ ± = ∇ ∓ 2ieA. In the result (69), we dropped terms that contain H ( ). These terms vanish after averaging over fluctuations. The naming of these three components refers to density of states (dos), anomalous Maki-Thompson (an) and super-current (sc), respectively. Eqs. (67), (68) and (69) still need to be averaged over the fluctuating order parameter field. To this end, one needs to express f , f * , etc. in terms of ∆ and ∆ * and the Cooperon, as exemplified Eq. (60). The averaging is then performed with the help of Eq. (62). The integral over the frequency can be performed analytically. This step is straight-forward in principle, but tedious, this is why we display some intermediate steps in App. B. The final results for the fluctuation corrections are displayed in Eqs. (3) to (9) in Sec. II A.
IV. COMPARISON TO THE DIAGRAMMATIC TECHNIQUE
In this section, we summarize the most important aspects of a comparison between the results for the fluctuation conductivity obtained in this manuscript, see Sec. II A, and those obtained with the help of the traditional diagrammatic technique in Ref. 12 . The comparison is performed for a certain class of pair-breaking transitions considered in Ref. 12 , for which our results are also applicable. As discussed in Sec. II A, one-and two-dimensional systems in a parallel magnetic field can be treated on a similar footing. The relevant eigenfunctions of Eq. (1) are plane waves φ q (r) = e iqr , where q is a one-or two-dimensional wave vector. The corresponding eigenvalues have the form α q = In the diagrammatic technique, one deals with five core diagrams, displayed in the leftmost column of Tab. I. Most of these have topologically similar partner diagrams, so that in total a standard set of 11 diagrams needs to be considered, see Ref. We would like to stress again that this classification is different from the one used in this manuscript. The authors of Ref. 12 further distinguish terms for which the frequency integral contains the factor coth(ω/2T ) from those that contain 1/ sinh 2 (ω/2T ). These are denoted as ch and sh, respectively, in our notation they correspond to terms containing the bosonic distribution function B or its derivative B . The terms δσ 
(1) sc now briefly describe the manipulations required to convert the equations stated in Ref. 12 to our results. More details can be found in Appendix A. The first step is to perform the integration over fermionic frequencies for all terms originating from the DOS-and MT-diagrams. The result of this integration can be expressed in terms of the propagator L. After this step, the algebraic structure is similar to the corresponding terms in the technique used in this manuscript and first identifications can be made. Finally, it is necessary to integrate by parts in the radial momentum variable q. These manipulations lead from column two to column three in Tab. I, and rearranging the resulting terms to obtain the results from the Usadel technique leads from column three to column four. In summary, we were able to show that for a certain class of pair-breaking transitions there is a one-to-one correspondence between the results obtained from the diagrammatic perturbation theory and those obtained from the Usadel equation approach. The results of this comparison are illustrated in Tab. I.
V. FILM IN A TILTED MAGNETIC FIELD
As an application of the formalism developed above, we calculate the fluctuation conductivity for a thin superconducting film penetrated by a magnetic field at an arbitrary angle. We focus on the low-temperature regime, where one can follow in detail the angular dependence of the resistance peak. The main results are summarized and discussed in Sec. II B. Here, we present details of the calculation.
First, one needs to solve Eq. (1) in order to find the eigenmodes and eigenvalues specific for the sample geometry and the orientation of the magnetic field. With this knowledge, the matrix elements ρ nm and d nm of Eqs. (12) and (13) can be found. When inserted into the general expressions, Eqs. (3) to (9), one can obtain a set of formulas that would in principle allow to evaluate the fluctuation corrections everywhere in the metallic phase. We will specialize on temperatures T T c0 , however, where one finds comparatively simple results. In order to structure the calculation, it turns out to be useful to distinguish quantum contributions, that are independent of temperature, and persist for T → 0, and thermal ones, which capture the temperature dependence, but vanish in the limit T → 0. Two asymptotic regions in the phase diagrams are found where the evaluation of the sum over Landau levels can approximately be performed. As the lowest Landau level is of special importance in certain limits, we evaluate the contributions of the lowest Landau level and of the higher Landau levels separately.
A. Eigenvalue equation and matrix elements
Here, we solve the eigenvalue equation (1) for a thin film in a tilted magnetic film. The tilting angle is denoted as θ, for an illustration see Fig. 1 . We describe the magnetic field by a vector potential in Landau gauge
where we abbreviated B ⊥ = B sin θ, B = B cos θ. The eigenvalue equation (1) then reads
Under the assumption that the layer is thin, only the lowest transverse mode in the z-direction is of interest,
We thus find the eigenfunctions
where χ n are the eigenfunctions of a one-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator with frequency 2eDB ⊥ and mass D −1 , and corresponding eigenvalues
The Landau levels are degenerate, as the eigenvalues do not depend on p. The perpendicular component of the magnetic field causes Landau level quantization, and the parallel field component adds a constant to the pairbreaking parameter that is quadratic in B . It will prove useful to present the eigenvalues in the form
where z is introduced in Eq. (26) . The matrix elements required for the evaluation of the general formulas Eqs. (3) to (9) can be found by using well-known relations for the eigenfunctions of a quantum harmonic oscillator. 39 As the eigenvalues do not depend on p, the integration over this variable can immediately be performed. We find
For the second matrix element, we only calculated the vector component in the x-direction, the direction of the electric field. This is sufficient for the calculation of the longitudinal conductivity.
B. Low temperature approximation, two asymptotic regimes
In the low-temperature regime t 1, the calculations can be considerably simplified by working with the asymptotic form of the fluctuation propagator. The calculation is further structured by separating quantum and thermal contributions as well as contributions of the lowest and of higher Landau levels.
Low temperature approximation and separation into thermal and quantum contributions
For t 1, we can use the asymptotic expansion for the digamma function and approximate the inverse fluctuation propagator, Eq. (11), as
Considering further Eqs. (3) to (9), we notice that terms with an integrand containing B (ω) = ∂ ω coth (ω/2T ) only contribute at finite temperatures as the integrand vanishes exponentially as the temperature goes to zero. The terms containing B, found from δσ dos and δσ (1) sc , contribute at finite temperatures as well as in the zero-temperature limit. For these terms, a useful separation can be achieved by writing
where the combination in square brackets vanishes exponentially with temperature. The notion quantum terms will be used for those contributions originating from sgn (ω) in this decomposition and they will be denoted as δσ 0 ; they are temperature-independent. The remaining terms, which encode the temperature-dependence and originate either from B or from the difference B (ω) − sgn (ω), will be referred to as thermal terms and denoted as δσ T ; they vanish in the zero-temperature limit.
Summation over Landau levels
The evaluation of the formulas for the fluctuation corrections requires a summation over the Landau level index n which in general is difficult to treat. However, we note that when approaching the transition, L 0 = 1/E 0 diverges for ω = 0 while the other L n remain finite. In order to quantify the importance of the n = 0 term, we introduce the parameter
The number λ measures the relative importance of the lowest Landau level as compared to higher ones. The equations λ 1 and λ 1 define the regions I and II, respectively, as introduced in Sec. II B.
If λ is large, the lowest Landau level is the only strongly contributing mode. The divergence close to the critical line is accounted for by the term n = 0 in the sum, a restriction to only this term is known as the lowest Landau level approximation. This approximation has been put forward by Galitski and Larkin 11 for the perpendicular magnetic field case z = 0, and allowed them to obtain closed formulas.
If λ is small, the significance of the lowest Landau level is lost. To correctly understand the cross-over, we separate each contribution in region I into four parts: First, each sum is split into the lowest Landau level (n = 0) term (LL), and the sum over higher Landau levels (n > 0, HL). Furthermore, it is of calculational advantage to perform a separation of each of the resulting terms into the thermal (T) and quantum (0) contributions as explained above.
C. Evaluation of integrals in region I
Thermal terms
Lowest Landau level (LL): For the evaluation of the thermal part, only frequencies ω T T c0 contribute, and thus (78) can be expanded in ω and h. In order to find all relevant contributions, for the dos and an contributions it is necessary to expand to second order. The result of this expansion can be written as
where i enumerates different contributions. The prefactors α i and β i are z-dependent:
The integrals can be evaluated as a sum over poles of B and B . The result is the expression for δσ T,LL presented in Eq. (31) . As compared to the result of Galitski and Larkin,
11
we have modifiedĨ α by subtracting ln (h), which is part of the quantum component [it will be treated separately below], and we added the angular dependence via z. Care must also be taken as Galitski and Larkin employed the traditional classification based on diagrams, while we use here the classification introduced in Ref. 21 . Higher landau levels (HL): The quantum contribution due to the higher Landau levels are not singular at the transition and can be neglected. When going to smaller angles, the thermal contribution due to higher Landau levels increases. The point where the higher levels start to play a role marks the onset of the cross-over between region I and region II.
Quantum terms
Lowest Landau level (LL): The quantum part of the lowest Landau level contribution consists of terms originating from δσ dos and δσ (1) sc . Contributions to the integral are not restricted to ω < T now, thus linearization of the integrand is not appropriate here as it is for the thermal part. In these terms, ω only appears in E, thus we can make a change of variables iω →ω. The integration contour ofω can then be rotated by 90 degrees onto the real axis, thus making the integrand real.
Turning first to the quantum part of the DOS correction (4), it can be written as
and the integral can be expressed in terms of the logarithmic integral function 35 Li (x) =´x 0 dz ln z , resulting in the first term in Eq. (35) . The second contribution to the quantum part originates from σ 
(84) This gives the second term in Eq. (35) . In order to approximate this integral, we note that in the limit h a, the asymptotic behavior at the phase boundary is due to the singularity of the first inverse logarithm:
Furthermore, the next term in this asymptotic expansion around small h is an a-dependent constant. For more general values of h, the integral needs to be evaluated numerically.
Higher landau levels (HL): The quantum contributions from n > 0 are non-singular at the transition. Still, one needs to be more careful than for the thermal contribution, because the sum over all levels is in fact divergent, and a cut-off has to be introduced. We convert the sum over n in the expressions (4) and (7) into an integral. This transformation becomes exact in the limit θ → 0, and it is a good approximation otherwise.
The resulting integrals are doubly-logarithmically divergent, so a cut-off Λ must be introduced, as discussed before Eq. (40) . After introducing dimensionless integration variables and again rotating the contour for ω, we arrive at the integrals δσ These integrals can also be expressed explicitely in terms of the logarithmic integral Li(x). The correction then takes the form δσ 0,HL = e 2 2π 2 KLi
where we introduced the function
and abbreviated a = (1 + h) 2 and K = Λ/(2α c0 ), and Λ is the energy cut-off up to which superconducting fluctuations are taken into account. As discussed in Sec. II B, it is of the order of the elastic scattering rate of electrons, 1/τ .
D. Evaluation of integrals in region II
For region II, the lowest Landau level loses its special significance. The summation over Landau levels can be replaced by an integration. For the quantum part δσ 0,HL , the result was already given in the previous chapter in Eq. (86). We thus only need to consider the thermal term δσ T,HL here.
In contrast to region I, one needs to integrate over Landau levels also for the thermal contribution, an expansion of E in ω and h, however, is again possible. After applying this expansion to all thermal terms, one finds that the term δσ
is dominant over all other terms, which are reduced by the factor T /T c0 , which in the considered regime is small. This is in contrast to the case of the LL, where all terms contribute with equal magnitude.
The dominant term δσ (2b) sc can then be written as 
Here, η is given by η = (α 0 (h) − α c )/T , which for low temperatures can be written as η = π 2γt 2h + h 2 . The integration in y can be performed analytically after writing 1/ sinh 2 y as a sum of its poles, resulting in the following expression The integral F can further be simplified to give Eq. (42) . The asymptotic behavior of F for large and small values of η as stated below Eq. (43) can be found by inserting the asymptotic expansions ψ (x) ≈ x −2 for small x and ψ (x) = x −1 + x −2 /2 + x −3 /6 + · · · for large x.
VI. CONCLUSION
We studied the fluctuation conductivity of disordered superconductors subject to a magnetic field in the metallic phase using a quasiclassical kinetic equation approach. The derived expressions generalize the results of Ref. 21 , in which calculations were performed for films in perpendicular magnetic fields, to a more general class of pair-breaking transitions in superconductors of different geometries. We were also able to make contact with previously derived formulas for films and wires in parallel fields.
12 For the parallel magnetic field case we performed a detailed comparison between the traditional classification based on diagrams with the classification based on the Usadel equation approach, see Tab. I. As an application, we studied fluctuation corrections in a superconducting film subject to a tilted field with emphasis on the low-temperature regime where these films display the phenomenon of the NM. The calculations performed in Ref. 21 and in this manuscript clearly show in which way different physical mechanisms contribute to this phenomenon: The reduced quasiparticle density of states leads to an increase in resistance, while Cooper pairs do not efficiently transport charge in this regime and are thus unable to compensate this effect.
It should be noted that besides the fluctuation corrections additional quantum corrections exist in disordered electronic systems. Both the weak localization correction and the Altshuler-Aronov interaction correction are logarithmically divergent at low temperatures. These corrections do not become singular near the phase transition, nevertheless they need to be taken into account in a quantitative comparison to experimental data. The dephasing time τ φ has been introduced phenomenologically in this paper, see Sec. II A. For vanishing magnetic fields, dephasing is necessary in order to regularize the anomalous Maki-Thompson correction. At low temperatures and finite magnetic fields, no regularization is required, but dephasing may still influence the magnetic field and temperature dependence of the fluctuation corrections. For example, it leads to a change in the phase boundary.
The phenomenon of the NM is of particular relevance in the context of the magnetic field-tuned superconductor-insulator transition observed in thin disordered superconducting films. 51 In these films, one finds a change from a superconducting to an insulating behavior (dρ/dT < 0) as a function of the magnetic field which leads to a very pronounced resistance maximum at low temperatures. For suitably prepared films, the resistance at the maximum may exceed the normal state resistance by many orders of magnitude. 52 Unfortunately, transport in the highly resistive phase is very difficult to describe theoretically. The NM predicted 11 and also observed 5, 30 in low-resistive films may be viewed as a precursor of this effect. Importantly, for low-resistive samples, controlled calculations can be performed, as was done in this manuscript. One may hope that a comparison to experimental data may contribute to a better understanding of the phenomenon of the NM and of the properties of the thin films in general.
last two terms are already very similar in structure to δσ (1) sc , δσ Comparing these expressions to (A1), we find:
δσ an = δσ
Finally, by transforming the momentum integrals to spherical coordinates and integrating by parts in the radial variable, one can show that 
We note that for dimensions d ≥ 2 some of the terms in Eqs. (3) to (9) require an ultraviolet regularization. Indeed, an upper cut-off 1 2 Dq 2 ≤ Λ for the momentum integral needs to be introduced as discussed in connection with Eq. (40) . In 2d this divergence is very weak (doubly logarithmic), in 3d it is more severe. This is not unusual as we work with a low-energy theory that ceases to be accurate at higher energies. The important point is that the theory captures correctly the sensitivity to temperature and magnetic fields. It should be remarked in this context that the boundary term, which we dropped when performing the integration by parts to obtain Eqs. (A9) and (A10), is in fact of order Λ d−2 / ln Λ. The boundary term that arises once a finite cut-off is introduced, however, is insensitive to small changes in the parameters, T and h. We therefore do not attribute particular importance to the difference in the ultraviolet regularization of the terms obtained from the Usadel equation and from the diagrammatic technique.
The identities (A4), (A5), (A7), (A8), (A9) and (A10) show that our results, Eqs. (3) to (9) , when applied to the case under study, are equal to the corrections derived diagrammatically, Eq. (A3), in one spatial dimension. In 2d and 3d, the equivalence still holds up to details of the ultraviolet regularization. The identification of corresponding terms is summarized in Tab. I.
